
Y7:  HT1
Theme:  Natural Forms (insect and bugs)
What excellence looks like

Shading objects using a full 
range of tones and smooth 
blending (Ao3)

Observational drawings AO1
Shaded with a full range of 
tones and smooth blending 
AO2

Development of ideas 
AO2 using a range of 
materials 
(watercolour, coloured 
pencil)
Apply colour in layers, 
blend smoothly with 
control of materials

Present a personal 
response (A04), 
informed by 
contextual 
understanding (AO2)
Suggested Christopher 
Marley



I can… Tick if 

achieved

Draw accurately 

Draw using a light sketch 

Create a composition in the style of my chosen artist e.g. 

Christopher Marley

Blend tones smoothly

Apply a full range of tones

Blend colours with coloured pencil

Blend colours smoothly with watercolours

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Control of materials (paint / pencil)

Follow instructions to improve my work

Assessment

Line A path left by a moving point such as a horizontal 

or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork through 

different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create a 

different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, shapes, 

colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the colour 

wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Symmetrical When a composition is a “mirror image” on one 

side to the other

Primary colours Red blue and yellow.  These colours cannot be 

mixed

Secondary colours The result of missing two primary colours together

Key Words

HW – Every 2 weeks

1 – Create a title page for your project 
Natural Forms, Bugs, and Beetles

2 – Draw a close up of a butterfly wing.  Add 
colour using colour harmonies

3 – Draw a close up of an insect. Include 
detail and pattern

4 – Sketch an outline of a bug.  In each 
section fill with a different type of 
“Zentangle” pattern



Y7:  HT2
Theme:  Still life/ Cubism
What excellence looks like

Drawings from a secondary 
source using the “Grid method” 
AO3
Shaded with a full range of 
tones and smooth blending 
AO2
Shading using a full range of 
tones and smooth blending 
(Ao3)

Understanding of cubism 
techniques (AO2)
• Multiple viewpoints
• Shading/ blending 

Present a personal, 
mixed media response 
(A04), informed by 
contextual 
understanding (AO2)
Suggested Georges 
Braque and Pablo 
Picasso



I can…

Draw accurately using the grid method

Draw using a light sketch 

Create a composition in the style of my chosen artist e.g. 

Pablo Picasso

Blend tones smoothly using pencil

Apply a full range of tones

Blend colours with oil pastel

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Control of materials (paint / pencil/ oil pastel)

Follow instructions to improve my work

Assessment

Line A path left by a moving point such as a horizontal 

or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork through 

different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create a 

different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, shapes, 

colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the colour 

wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Cubism A style of art that shows different viewpoints at 

the same time

Key Words

HW – Every 2 weeks approx.

1 Draw a still life and add shading/ tones
2 Draw an example of cubism 
3 Create a cubism collage
4 Draw your cubism collage adding shading 

in a cubist style



Y7:  HT3
Theme:  Van Gogh/ Landscape/ Markmaking

What excellence looks like

Understanding of impressionism/ 
post impressionism techniques 
(AO2)

• Different WEIGHT of line eg heavy/soft

• Different tones

• Different ways of using your pencil eg
Messy/ neat 

• Accurately drawn from Van Gogh example



Y7:  HT3
Theme:  Van Gogh/ Landscape/ Markmaking

What excellence looks like

Understanding of impressionism/ 
post impressionism techniques 
(AO2)

• Fill each box completely

• Different tones (Dark/ Mid/ Light)

• Different ways of using your pen/ brush 
eg Messy/ neat 

• Accurately drawn from Van Gogh example



Y7:  HT3
Theme:  Van Gogh/ Landscape/ Markmaking

What excellence looks like

• Draw accurately using a grid method from van 
gogh and from secondary sources (ao1)

• Understanding of impressionism/ post 
impressionism techniques (AO2/3)

• Develop a range of Markmaking techniques in a 
range of materials (AO2)

• Present a personal response realising intentions 
(AO4) –



I can…

Use my pencil to experiment to create different types of marks
Use a fineline pen to experiment to create different types of marks

Use paint to to create different types of marks

Draw using a light sketch 

Create a composition in the style of my chosen artist e.g. Van 

Gogh

Mix and apply the colours on a colour wheel

Blend colours with paint

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Demonstrate control of materials (paint / pencil)

Follow instructions to improve my work

Assessment

Line A path left by a moving point such as a horizontal 

or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork through 

different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create a 

different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, shapes, 

colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the colour 

wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Impressionism/ Post impressionism A style of art that shows different viewpoints at 

the same time

Impasto A style of painting with thick paint and visible 

brushmarks

Key Words

HW – Every 2 weeks approx.

1 Copy an example of a van Gogh landscape 
drawing in pencil / black and white

2 Copy and example of a van Gogh landscape 
painting using colour

3 Draw your own landscape realistically
4 Draw your own landscape in the style of Van 

Gogh



Y7:  HT4
Theme:  Surrealism
What excellence looks like

Drawings from a secondary 
source 
AO3
Shaded with a full range of 
tones and smooth blending 
AO2
Shading using a full range of 
tones and smooth blending 
(Ao3)

Understanding of surrealism
AO2

Present a personal, 
mixed media response 
(A04), informed by 
contextual 
understanding (AO2)
Suggested Marco 
Mazzoni or any other 
Surreal artist



I can…

Define Surrealism

Define a “Portrait”

Draw accurately, showing understanding of proportion

Draw using a light sketch, using lots of lines

Create a composition in the style of my chosen artist e.g. Marco Mazzoni

Blend tones and colours smoothly
Apply coloured pencil in layers

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Control of materials
Include detail in my drawing

Follow instructions to improve my work

Assessment

Line A path left by a moving point such as a horizontal 

or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork through 

different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create a 

different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, shapes, 

colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the colour 

wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Surrealism A style of art based on dreams, fantasies and 

subconscious thoughts, or automatism

Key Words

HW – Every 2 weeks approx.

1 Draw an example of work by Marco Mazzoni
2 Draw an example of surrealism 
3 Create a surreal collage using cuts outs or 

digital media
4 Draw your surreal collage adding colour and 

tone

Pupils will be expected to complete unfinished 
work at home on a weekly basis



Y7:  HT 6
Theme:  Illustration/ Disney
What excellence looks like

Drawings from a secondary 
source 
AO3
Shaded with a full range of 
tones and smooth blending 
AO2
Shading using a full range of 
tones and smooth blending 
(Ao3)

Present a personal, 
response (A04), 



I can…

Draw accurately, showing understanding of proportion

Draw using a light sketch, using lots of lines

Blend tones and colours smoothly
Apply coloured pencil in layers

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Control of materials
Include detail in my drawing

Follow instructions to improve my work

Assessment

Line A path left by a moving point such as a horizontal 

or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork through 

different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create a 

different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, shapes, 

colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the colour 

wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Grid method Drawing one square at a time for greater accuracy

Key Words

HW – Every 2 weeks approx.


